The deformation behavior of a 2024 aluminum alloy sheet at elevated temperatures was studied by uniaxial hot tensile tests over the nominal initial strain rate range of 0.001-0.1 s −1 and temperature range of 375-450 • C. In order to analyze the deformation behavior with higher accuracy, a digital image correlation (DIC) system was applied to determine the strain distribution during hot tensile tests. Local stress-strain curves for different local points on the specimens were calculated. The strain rate evolution of each point during the tensile tests was investigated under different deformation conditions. Then, an improved Fields-Backofen (FB) model, taking into account the local strain rate evolution instead of the fixed strain rate, was proposed to describe the constitutive behaviors. It has been found that obvious non-uniform strain distribution occurred when the true strain was larger than 0.3 during hot tensile tests. The strain rate distribution during deformation was also non-uniform. It showed increasing, steady, and decreasing variation tendencies for different points with the increasing of strain, which led to the local flow stress being different at different local points. The flow stresses predicted by the improved FB model showed good agreement with experimental results when the strain rate evolutions of local points during tensile tests were considered. The prediction accuracy was higher than that of traditional FB models.
Introduction
In recent years, aluminum alloys have been widely used in the aviation and automotive industries, due to their high strength to weight ratio and corrosion resistance [1, 2] . However, further applications in complex-shaped components are limited because of the poor formability of aluminum alloys at room temperature. Forming at elevated temperature is a promising solution, because of the reduced flow stress, increased ductility, and increased toughness of the material compared with cold forming [3] . Hot forming processes, such as superplastic forming [4] , quick plastic forming [5] , and hot form and quench [6, 7] , have been developed to manufacture components with complex shapes and high dimensional accuracy. However, the material flow behavior is often complex during hot deformation, which is significantly affected by processing parameters, i.e., the strain, strain rate, and temperature [8, 9] . A thorough study is necessary for researchers to have a better understanding of hot deformation behaviors to improve the forming processes.
Generally, constitutive models are of great importance for the analysis of hot deformation behaviors. There are three categories of constitutive models, among which the phenomenological 2 of 13 models are the most widely used, due to fewer material parameters compared to the physical-based ones [10, 11] . The strain-compensated Arrhenius model was found to provide more precise descriptions on the flow stress at evaluated temperatures [12, 13] . However, the formula of the Arrhenius model is relatively complicated, and the parameter solution process is complex. The Fields-Backofen (FB) model has a very simple form for describing the flow behavior. It has been found that the original FB model is unable to predict the softening behavior of flow stress curves, because the exponential functions of strain and strain rate are monotonic increasing functions [14, 15] . A strain softening item was introduced to the original FB model by Zhang [16] to describe the softening behavior for a magnesium alloy, the prediction of flow stress agreed better than the original FB model. Lin et al. [17] further improved the FB model for the titanium alloy by introducing strain rate in the softening item, which enhanced the prediction accuracy at higher strain rates. In the above literature, the formula of the improved FB model turned out to be more complicated. Although many efforts have been made for the FB model to fit the softening stages of flow stress curves, the FB model is still inaccurate for hot deformation when the strain rate and temperature ranges are relatively wide. Thus, further efforts are needed to improve the accuracy and maintain the simple form of the FB model at the same time.
To obtain constitutive models with higher accuracy, the experimental data obtained by the tensile test must be more precise [18] . The digital image correlation (DIC) system is an optical strain measurement method, which has been proven to be an effective way to detect the full-field strain distribution with very high accuracy [19, 20] . In a traditional tensile test, the strain distribution was assumed to be uniform over the gauge length. Kang et al. [21] questioned the validity of this assumption. A digital image correlation system was used to evaluate the strain distribution of an AZ31magnesium sheet during tensile tests at room temperature. Nonlinear strain distribution was found on the sheet surface, due to the premature onset of diffused necking. In order to eliminate the influence of non-uniform strain distribution on the calculation of flow stress, Yoon et al. [22] analyzed the evolution of strain distribution of a steel sheet during tensile tests at room temperature. Various gauge lengths of 0.36-25 mm were used to determine the flow stress curves. Results showed that the stress-strain curves were more accurate and reliable based on shorter gauges than longer ones. Agirre et al. [23] further verified the validity of the DIC technique on the measurement of stress-strain curves during inhomogeneous deformation stages by various materials of steels and titanium alloys at room temperature. From the above works, it can be concluded that the strain distribution is non-uniform during tensile tests. The usage of an extensometer to calculate the strain and flow stress will lead to the underestimation of true strain and true stress. By using the DIC system, a localized small area, where the strain can be regarded as uniform, is defined at the necking zone to measure the true strain. In this way, more accurate flow stress curves at the inhomogeneous deformation stage are achieved at room temperature.
For hot deformation, the decreasing hardening effect at high temperatures intensifies the diffused necking, leading to the onset of inhomogeneous deformation earlier than at room temperature. In addition, the temperature distribution is often non-uniform when the tensile test is carried out by a Gleeble testing machine, which has a Gaussian form [24] . This will also lead to a non-uniform strain distribution of the tensile specimen. For non-uniform deformation at high temperatures, the DIC system is still an effective method for obtaining the strain distribution. Wang et al. [25] studied the deformation behavior of friction stir welded blanks at high temperatures by gas bulging tests. The non-uniform strain distributions of the base metal and weld were obtained by the DIC system. Merklein and Lechler [26] obtained more accurate flow stress curves of hot stamping steel 22MnB5 at high temperatures by using the DIC system. The influences of rolling direction, temperature, and strain rate on the flow properties were then analyzed. Bariani et al. [27] also used the DIC system to study the deformation behavior of a 6016 aluminum alloy with temperatures ranging from 20 to 500 • C and strain rates ranging from 0.01 to 1 s −1 . Although they take the non-uniform deformation into account, the strain rate was still regarded as a constant during hot tensile tests. In fact, the non-uniform strain distribution results in the changing of strain rate in the measurement area, which cannot be ignored, due to the strain rate sensitivity for hot deformation. Thus, if the flow stress is calculated by the local strain measured using the DIC system, the local strain rate evolution must be given at the same time. Only in this way can the flow behavior of metals at high temperatures be described accurately.
In order to describe the hot deformation behavior of a 2024 aluminum alloy with higher accuracy, a digital image correlation system was employed to determine the strain distribution and the strain rate evolution during hot tensile tests. Local stress-strain curves of different local points were analyzed to reveal the influence of deformation behavior on the calculation of flow stress. A modified local Fields-Backofen constitutive model made in consideration of the strain rate evolution of each local point was used to predict the flow behavior of the material.
Materials and Methods
The material used in this research was a 2024 aluminum alloy sheet in an annealed condition with a thickness of 2.95 mm. Its chemical composition is given in Table 1 . With the aim of studying the hot deformation characteristics of the 2024 aluminum alloy sheet at high temperature, a three-dimensional DIC system was employed to determine the strain distribution during hot tensile tests. Figure 1 illustrates the hot tensile test set-up with a DIC system. Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted at temperatures of 375, 400, 425, and 450 • C by the tensile test machine WDW-T50 (Jinan Tianchen Co., Ltd., Jinan, China) with a high temperature furnace. The furnace was customized with an observation window in the front, covered by double-layered quartz glasses, which ensured the heat insulation of the furnace as well as ability to capture sample images. Two cameras (Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany) were placed up and down to measure the deformation on the specimen. The specimen was prepared with a 15 mm gauge length and 5 mm width, as shown in Figure 1b . The crosshead speeds were set as 0.9, 9, and 90 mm/min, which represented the nominal initial strain rates of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 s −1 , respectively. After the furnace reached the set temperature, the specimens were fixed on the clamp and held for 20 min to gain a uniform temperature distribution before tensile tests. To obtain the strain distribution, a white under coating was painted on the sample to enhance the image contrast when preparing the speckles. However, it fell off easily under large deformation at high temperatures, resulting in the failure of strain measurement. Thus, a dull finish was adopted instead of the white under coating. After that, the DIC specimen was prepared by painting black speckles on the specimen with heat-resistant paint.
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Results

Non-uniform Flow Behavior
Strain Distribution
In order to analyze the strain distribution, an area covering the reduced section, corner area, and part of clamping area on the specimen was selected. Figure 2 shows the axial strain distribution of specimens tested at 400 • C and crosshead speeds of 0.9, 9, and 90 mm/min, respectively. It was found that the strain distributions were similar to each other for different crosshead speeds. All of the specimens exhibited a non-uniform deformation behavior. The strain was found to be concentrated in the middle of the specimen. The strain at the corner area was limited because of the constraint of the holding area.
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In order to analyze the strain distribution, an area covering the reduced section, corner area, and part of clamping area on the specimen was selected. Figure 2 shows the axial strain distribution of specimens tested at 400 °C and crosshead speeds of 0.9, 9, and 90 mm/min, respectively. It was found that the strain distributions were similar to each other for different crosshead speeds. All of the specimens exhibited a non-uniform deformation behavior. The strain was found to be concentrated in the middle of the specimen. The strain at the corner area was limited because of the constraint of the holding area. In order to further study the deformation behavior during hot tensile tests, the evolution of strain distribution of the specimen at a temperature of 400 °C and crosshead speed of 90 mm/min was investigated. Figure 3 illustrates the strain maps during different deformation stages, i.e., the initial stage, εmax= 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, and 0.60, respectively. It can be seen that, as the displacement of the clamp increased, the strain in the reduced section of the specimen increased. The specimen deformed almost uniformly within the reduced section of the specimen before the maximum strain reached to 0.3. After that, the strain distribution became more and more inhomogeneous with the deformation increase. Localized strain distribution was clearly observed in the middle area when the maximum strain increased to 0.6. The strain distribution could not be analyzed accurately when the strain was greater than 0.6, because the speckle on the specimen failed to be recognized at larger deformation conditions. The preparation of speckles on the specimen needs to be further improved to obtain the strain distribution for a larger deformation. To quantify the non-uniform strain distribution during hot tensile tests, the strain value was measured in the reduced section of the specimen, as shown in Figure 4a . It was found that the strain distribution of the reduced section changed gradually, from uniform at the beginning to non-uniform at the end. The difference between the maximum and the minimum strain on the reduced section for different stages increased from 0.061 to 0.38. This indicated that the degree of deformation uniformity decreased with the strain increase. The uniform deformation area was defined for the region with strain ranging from 0.9ε max to ε max . The percentage of uniform deformation area was calculated by dividing the length of the uniform deformation area by the instant length of the reduced section, as given in Figure 4b . The percentage of uniform deformation area was 73.0% when ε max was 0.15. It decreased to 36.4% when ε max increased to 0.6. The percentage of uniform deformation area had a linear regression with ε max , which indicated that the inhomogeneity of deformation increased with the proceeding of strain.
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Figure 5.
Local stress-strain curves for different local points.
The local flow stress curves calculated from three local points coincided with each other at the initial stage. However, the flow stress curves for different points varied when the strain was greater than 0.3. The flow stress for Point 1 was the highest among the three points. It increased with the strain increase, exhibiting a hardening phenomenon. The flow stress for Point 2 kept steady as the strain increased. The flow stress for Point 3 was the lowest. It decreased significantly with the increasing of strain. The flow stresses were 63.1, 60.8, and 46.4 MPa, respectively, for each point when the strain reached 0.6. The local flow stress of Point 1 was 36% larger than that of Point 3. Although the flow stresses differed at different points, they revealed the real flow stresses at different locations exactly. The differences of the flow stresses between the points were caused by the non-uniform deformation.
Strain Rate Evolution
To study the hardening and softening phenomena for the flow stress curves calculated with different local points, the instant strain rate during deformation was calculated by taking the derivative of the strain. Figure 6 shows the strain rate evolutions of different local points at the deformation conditions of 400 °C and 90 mm/min crosshead speed. It was found that the strain rates for different local points were nearly the same at the beginning of deformation. However, significant variation of strain rates for different local points could be found as the strain increased. The strain rates of Point 1 increased clearly. The strain rates of Point 2 changed slightly, which can be regarded as a constant. The strain rate of Point 3 decreased clearly as the strain increased. When the strain was 0.6, the corresponding strain rate was 0.113 s −1 for Point 1 while it was 0.015 s −1 for Point 3. The great difference of the strain rate at different points was the result of the strong inhomogeneous deformation on the specimen. The decrease of strain rate of Point 3 indicated that deformation did not occur at this point, as localized deformation concentrated at Point 1. The local flow stress curves calculated from three local points coincided with each other at the initial stage. However, the flow stress curves for different points varied when the strain was greater than 0.3. The flow stress for Point 1 was the highest among the three points. It increased with the strain increase, exhibiting a hardening phenomenon. The flow stress for Point 2 kept steady as the strain increased. The flow stress for Point 3 was the lowest. It decreased significantly with the increasing of strain. The flow stresses were 63.1, 60.8, and 46.4 MPa, respectively, for each point when the strain reached 0.6. The local flow stress of Point 1 was 36% larger than that of Point 3. Although the flow stresses differed at different points, they revealed the real flow stresses at different locations exactly. The differences of the flow stresses between the points were caused by the non-uniform deformation.
To study the hardening and softening phenomena for the flow stress curves calculated with different local points, the instant strain rate during deformation was calculated by taking the derivative of the strain. Figure 6 shows the strain rate evolutions of different local points at the deformation conditions of 400 • C and 90 mm/min crosshead speed. It was found that the strain rates for different local points were nearly the same at the beginning of deformation. However, significant variation of strain rates for different local points could be found as the strain increased. The strain rates of Point 1 increased clearly. The strain rates of Point 2 changed slightly, which can be regarded as a constant. The strain rate of Point 3 decreased clearly as the strain increased. When the strain was 0.6, the corresponding strain rate was 0.113 s −1 for Point 1 while it was 0.015 s −1 for Point 3. The great difference of the strain rate at different points was the result of the strong inhomogeneous deformation on the specimen. The decrease of strain rate of Point 3 indicated that deformation did not occur at this point, as localized deformation concentrated at Point 1.
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As is known, the strain rate plays an important role in the flow behavior of metals at high temperatures. Combining Figures 5 and 6 , it can be seen that the changing tendencies of the flow stresses were similar to the variations of strain rates. The flow stress exhibited a hardening behavior at Point 1, resulting from the increasing strain rate. The flow stress kept in a steady state when the strain rate was almost a constant at Point 2. The flow stress exhibited an obvious softening behavior due to the decreasing of strain rate at Point 3.
Improved Fields-Backofen Constitutive Model
Improved FB Model with Varied Strain Rates and its Determination
In hot forming processes, the hardening behavior is mainly influenced by the two parameters of strain hardening exponent n, and the strain rate sensitivity exponent m. As mentioned above, the Fields-Backofen (FB) model is one of the most widely used phenomenological constitutive models to describe the stress-strain relationships at elevated temperatures, which is written as
where K is the strength coefficient. In this model, the values of n and m are constants at a certain temperature and the strain rate is always substituted with fixed values, such as 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 s −1 . Thus, the original FB model is a monotonic increasing function, by which the softening behavior cannot be described.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the strain rates changed in different manners with the increasing of strain for different local points on the specimen. Thus, varied strain rates, rather than fixed strain rates, should be used to determine flow stress in order to improve the accuracy of Equation (3). The instant strain rate can be written as a function of the strain:
Thus, Equation (3) is modified as
If the strain rate decreases during the deformation, the flow stress determined by Equation (5) also decreases, which enables the softening behavior to be described.
Considering the influence of temperature on the flow behavior of the hot forming process, Equation (5) can be written as Figure 6 . Strain rates' evolution.
Improved Fields-Backofen Constitutive Model
Improved FB Model with Varied Strain Rates and its Determination
where K is the strength coefficient.
In this model, the values of n and m are constants at a certain temperature and the strain rate is always substituted with fixed values, such as 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 s −1 . Thus, the original FB model is a monotonic increasing function, by which the softening behavior cannot be described.
Considering the influence of temperature on the flow behavior of the hot forming process, Equation (5) can be written as
In this way, the original FB model is improved by introducing the term of varied strain rate, . ε (ε) , and the improved FB model maintains the simple form. The original FB model can be regarded as a particular case of the improved FB model when the strain rate of deformation is a constant.
In order to determine the material parameters of K, n, and m, the logarithm of both sides of Equation (5) are taken, resulting in the following equation:
It can be seen that the material parameters of K, n, and m are the coefficients of a multivariate linear function. The material parameters could be obtained by means of taking multivariate linear regression with the independent variables ln ε, ln . ε (ε) , and the dependent variable ln σ. In order to describe the flow behavior in a wide range of strain rates and temperatures, the flow stress curves for temperatures of 375, 400, 425, and 450 • C and crosshead speeds of 0.9, 9, and 90 mm/min were calculated, respectively. The local point of Point 2, which had an approximately constant strain rate, was selected on each specimen, as mentioned in Section 3.1.2, to calculate the local flow stress curves. Figure 7 illustrates the flow stress curves, as well as the corresponding strain rate evolutions, for each local point. It can be seen that the flow stress increased with the strain rate increase, and it decreased with the temperature increase.
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It can be seen that the flow stress calculated by Equation (8) is a curved surface when the temperature is fixed. The flow stress is a three-dimensional curved surface when the strain rate variation is known.
Verification of the Improved FB Models
As analyzed above, the improved constitutive equation of non-uniform deformation behavior was established using an FB model based on both the instant strain and instant strain rate of local points. In order to further evaluate the accuracy of the established model, the flow stresses of Point 1 and Point 3 under each deformation condition were also calculated and compared with predicted flow stresses, as shown in Figure 9 . Thus, the flow stress equation can be written by the improved FB model in Equation (8) utilizing the determined relationships in Figure 8 ,
As analyzed above, the improved constitutive equation of non-uniform deformation behavior was established using an FB model based on both the instant strain and instant strain rate of local points. In order to further evaluate the accuracy of the established model, the flow stresses of Point 1 and Point 3 under each deformation condition were also calculated and compared with predicted flow stresses, as shown in Figure 9 . In Figure 9 , the colored surfaces represent the predicted flow stresses at different temperatures determined by Equation (8) . The red lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 1, which have a three-dimensional curve shape with increasing strain rate and flow stress. The blue lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 2, which have an approximately two-dimensional curve shape for a constant strain rate. The green lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 3, which have a three-dimensional curve shape with decreasing strain rate and flow stress. It can be seen that the predicted flow stresses agreed well with the experimental flow stresses. The flow stresses could be excellently predicted, not only for the increasing stress at Point 1, but also for the decreasing stress at Point 3 when varied strain rates of each point were substituted into the equation.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the established model, the parameters of correlation coefficient (R) and average absolute relative error (AARE) were calculated, which can be expressed as
where E  is the experimental flow stress, P  is the predicted stress, E  and P  are the mean values of E  and P  , and N is the number of data. Since the flow stresses of the three points In Figure 9 , the colored surfaces represent the predicted flow stresses at different temperatures determined by Equation (8) . The red lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 1, which have a three-dimensional curve shape with increasing strain rate and flow stress. The blue lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 2, which have an approximately two-dimensional curve shape for a constant strain rate. The green lines represent the experimental flow stress curves of Point 3, which have a three-dimensional curve shape with decreasing strain rate and flow stress. It can be seen that the predicted flow stresses agreed well with the experimental flow stresses. The flow stresses could be excellently predicted, not only for the increasing stress at Point 1, but also for the decreasing stress at Point 3 when varied strain rates of each point were substituted into the equation.
where σ E is the experimental flow stress, σ P is the predicted stress, σ E and σ P are the mean values of σ E and σ P , and N is the number of data. Since the flow stresses of the three points under each deformation condition are very similar to each other when the strain is less than 0.3, the R and AARE values were calculated using data with strain greater than 0.3. The prediction accuracy was verified by comparing the predicted and experimental stresses of Point 2, as shown in Figure 10a . The coefficient R was 0.9996 and the AARE value was 0.75%. In order to further verify the prediction accuracy of the improved FB model, the predicted and experimental stresses of Point 1 and Point 3, whose strain rate was continuously changed with the strain increase, are plotted in Figure 10b . It can be seen that the coefficient R was 0.9994 and the AARE value was 0.82%. This indicated that the improved FB model had a high accuracy to predict the flow stresses of the tested aluminum alloy within the temperature range of 375-450 • C and an initial strain rate range of 0.001-0.1 s −1 .
under each deformation condition are very similar to each other when the strain is less than 0.3, the R and AARE values were calculated using data with strain greater than 0.3.
The prediction accuracy was verified by comparing the predicted and experimental stresses of Point 2, as shown in Figure 10a . The coefficient R was 0.9996 and the AARE value was 0.75%. In order to further verify the prediction accuracy of the improved FB model, the predicted and experimental stresses of Point 1 and Point 3, whose strain rate was continuously changed with the strain increase, are plotted in Figure 10b . It can be seen that the coefficient R was 0.9994 and the AARE value was 0.82%. This indicated that the improved FB model had a high accuracy to predict the flow stresses of the tested aluminum alloy within the temperature range of 375-450 °C and an initial strain rate range of 0.001-0.1 s −1 . According to previous works, the original FB model can only describe the work hardening behavior of metallic materials. However, the predicted stresses agreed well with the experimental stresses, whether the flow stresses increased in Point 1 or decreased in Point 3, when varied strain rates of local points were included in the improved FB model. Therefore, the improved FB model, considering the strain rate evolutions of local points, can describe the flow behavior with strain rate continuously changing during the hot forming process. The improved FB model not only had a higher accuracy, but also maintained a simple form like the original FB model.
Conclusions
The deformation behavior of a 2024 aluminum alloy sheet at the temperatures of 375-450 °C and nominal initial strain rates of 0.001-0.1 s −1 was studied by hot tensile tests. The local flow stress curves and the corresponding strain rate evolutions for different local points were analyzed. An improved FB constitutive model in consideration of strain rate evolutions of local points was proposed to describe the flow behavior. The conclusions are as follows: (1) The strain distribution during hot tensile tests was non-uniform on the reduced section of the sample. Concentrated strain distribution was observed when the maximum strain on the specimen was greater than 0.3. The percentage of uniform deformation area decreased linearly as the strain increased. (2) The local flow stress curves determined by different local points exhibited hardening, steady, and softening behaviors, respectively, resulting from the different strain rate evolutions during the tensile tests. The flow stress exhibited a hardening behavior when the strain rate increased with the proceeding of straining. It kept steady when the strain rate changed slightly. Obvious softening behavior was observed when the strain rate decreased with the increase of strain. (3) The improved FB constitutive model considering strain rate evolutions of local points showed a good agreement with experimental results. The hardening and softening behavior of the flow stress can be well predicted when varied strain rates of local points were considered in the According to previous works, the original FB model can only describe the work hardening behavior of metallic materials. However, the predicted stresses agreed well with the experimental stresses, whether the flow stresses increased in Point 1 or decreased in Point 3, when varied strain rates of local points were included in the improved FB model. Therefore, the improved FB model, considering the strain rate evolutions of local points, can describe the flow behavior with strain rate continuously changing during the hot forming process. The improved FB model not only had a higher accuracy, but also maintained a simple form like the original FB model.
